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Abstract

Speaker’s pragmatic temporal voice range profile
(TVRP) and F0 distribution histogram were used for
comparing two radio speakers and two speaking styles in
one speaker. It is assumed that the internal distribution
of the temporal voice range, relative placement of the
range on semitone scale and the concentration of F0
points in certain semitone classes of the F0 histograms
are connected with the speech style and the factors
bedhind the style. Placing a single utterance against the
background of TVRP its features can be better
understood within the prosodic repertoire of the speaker.

1. Voice range profile and pragmatic temporal
voice range profile

The voice range profiles are developed for voice
research ([1]:153). They do not include the time domain.
Speaker’s pragmatic temporal voice range profile
(below TVRP) indicates the distribution of fundamental
frequency contours on a time/frequency scale (Fig. 1).
The distribution of the measured F0 points can also be
displayed on a frequency histogram (with semitone
classification from 19 to 58 ST; Fig. 2), but then the
distribution on time scale will be lost. “Pragmatic”
means that the F0 contours represent a selected group of
speaker’s real utterances, read, imitated, acted or
spontaneous. A larger corpus including different speech
styles would be indicative of speaker’s total temporal
voice range. Single utterances can be depicted againts
the background of the TVRP (Fig. 3) [2].

2. Phonetic or linguistic unit applied

The shape of the temporal voice range profile depends
on the utterance notion, because the zero point of TVRP
represents the beginning of every utterance. Breath-
group or intonation unit (intonational phrase) are more
natural phonetic alternatives. Sense-group, sentence, and
clause would be more linguistic alternatives. In
spontaneous conversation short elliptical utterances can
occur among longer and complex turns. On computer
screen, the pixel resolution of the screen sets practical
limitations for the time domain. Here a time domain
until about 5.5 sec was displayed (Fig. 1).

3. Data processing

The selected speech material was analysed using the
Praat (Fig. 1) and SoundScope (SoS; Fig. 3) programs.
In the SoS application, the autocorrelation and the
automatic F0 plot were used with 10 ms advancement
(wave-to-text). The analysis will need some post-
checking. In addition, the representative F0 height of
single syllables were measured semi-automatically using

zoomed spectrograms (0-0.6 kHz; filter width 45 Hz).
The Praat program (”Extract pitch”) calculates the F0
heights and the correspondig time points.

Numerical data exported from both programs were
processed using a FutureBasic II program “Temporal
VoiceRangeProfile”. Hz or semitone (ST; based on the
formula in  [3], but actually realized using a 6%
threshold) scales can be applied. The TVRP data are
plotted as a scatter display where all single utterances are
superimposed (Fig. 1) or only the upper and lower edge
is depicted (Fig 3). In an earlier contribution [4], I
showed that the width of the F0 distribution is greater in
Viennese German than in Middle German spoken around
Halle area. The program used was the Intelligent Speech
Analyser (ISA; developed by Raimo Toivonen)
including a partly similar histogram plot.

Table 1: Statistical data on three speech samples.

Speaker/Sample
1.

MS
2.

OI-ann.
3.

OI-con.
N of utterances 18 16 32
N of F0 points 2397 1888 1802
average
duration ms

3380 2553 1311

average F0 Hz 96 97 113
standard dev. Hz 18.4 22.7 27.7
range of initial F0
distribution Hz

50-
210

50-
220

55-
230

variation range ST 19-45 19-46 20-47
histogram top ST 30 29 31
minor tops ST 26,38,

40
25,31,33,

40
26,38,40

4. TVRP and F0 histograms for three samples
of data

Three speech samples from Finnish radio programs were
analysed. Table 1 presents the statistics obtained on the
basis of the TVRPs (cf. Fig. 1) and F0 histograms (Fig.
2).
(1) Radio broad cast interview on burnouts in jobs
(”MS” in Table 1). The style sounded very spontaneous.
The 18 utterances analysed were produced by a male
interviewer MS. Fig. 1 (1) shows the major temporal
concentration of the F0 points on the lower distribution
area which indicates a declination. The later prominent
tops rising from that area represent strongest accents in
the sample. The F0 distribution on a ST scale in Fig. 2
(upper histogram) shows the main concentrations in the
ST class 30 and minor concentrations in the classes 26,
38, 40.
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Figure 1: Temporal voice range profiles in three speech samples.
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Figure 2: Distribution of all F0 points in three speech samples. Grouping according to a semitone scale.

(2) Radio broadcast announcements by a radio reporter
OI (”OI-ann.” in Table 1). The first part of a continuous
program included comments on the following pieces of
popular music. The second part was read speech. Fig. 1
(2) indicates again a low concentration of F0. The initial
distribution pattern on the Hz scale is wider than in (1).
The histogram (Fig. 2, in the middle) shows the major
top in the ST class 29 and minor tops in 25, 31, 33 and
40.
(3) Radio broadcast: spontaneous conversation (”OI-
con.” in Table 1). The speaker OI was the same as in (2).
He is talking to his 7 year-old daughter in the woods.

Daughter’s eyes were covered with a scarf and she tried
to identify the objects in the surroundings. The
utterances were considerably shorter (av. 1311 ms) in
this spontaneous sample. The TVRP and histogram
indicate more occurrences in the higher part of the
distribution area. The major ST class was 31 and minor
tops occurred in the classes 26, 38 and 40. Auditively
higher intonation patterns and extra strong accents
occurred in many of the utterances.
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5. Interpretation of the results

In all samples (Fig. 2) the accumulation of the data
points concentrates on the lower part of the temporal
distribution pattern. The lower edge of the concentration
area can be understood as the default, i.e. as the
indifferent level of the speaker’s voice range. This lower
concentration area comprises the ”normal” variation
range of weak and strong syllables and I assume that it
corresponds to the area which is limited between
baseline and topline in some prosodic theories (e.g. in
the Lund model [5]). It can be assumed that the contours
which mark deviations from that variation range signal
extra strong accents, starts and ends of utterances as well
as certain attitudes, and emotions. The initial height of
utterances depend on the cohesion with the previous
utterances: if the initial level is higher, it represents a
new text unit or a strong accent for contrast, but if it is
lower, it has an anaphoric relationship to the previous
utterance or represents an unaccented function word.

My conclusion is  that the width and placement of
the range on ST scale and the percentual concentration
of the data in certain semitone classes of the F0
histograms are connected with the speech style and the
factors behind the style. The statistical evidence (Table
1) shows that in the spontaneous sample (3) the range of
the ST classes as well as the average and st. deviation of
the F0 have been increased compared to sample (2).
More evidence is needed, however.

The method can be applied in the prosodic research
calling a single utterance from a contour library and
showing it on the background of the total profile. Or
instead of the entire F0 contour, intonation can be
presented as a sequence of representative syllable
heights (Fig. 3). One or more F0 points within a syllable
can be selected to approximate an entire contour. Hence,
the location of a single utterance can be better

understood within the speaker’s F0 repertoire. The
question word question from the sample “Mistä sä tiesit,
et se on vaahteranlehti” [How did you know that it is a
maple leaf?] was produced with great surprise by the
speaker OI. The F0 contour of the utterance lies at the
high edge of the voice range area and can explain one
detail in the forming of the speaker’s pragmatic TVRP.
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Figure 3: Temporal voice range profile of a male speaker OI (sample 3) on the basis of the sample 3. Time
scale (ms; horizontal) up to 1800 ms, frequency scale (semitones; vertical). The F0 heights of the syllables of a
single utterance (a question produced with surprise) “Mistä sä tiesit, et se on vaahteranlehti” [How did you
know that it is a maple leaf?] superimposed.


